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As always, there are some takers on that forum. *** Please give me a link to download the DPF Mate Tried downloading the
DPF Mate 2.0.3 (the trial version) but was unable to download. Yes I have used it and found it OK. It gives you the option to
create a new folder and drag stuff in there at will. This is probably easier than using the "Move files to" section. You have to
have a free app to move files to, I guess, but that's the usual way of doing it. I think they do, but I don't know. I only know about
the unpacked files but don't know if there are files that are inside the unpacked directory that make it work... If you have seen
something like that could you please tell me? or just give me a link to download it? It is very useful for me and I'll keep using it.
And another question: How can I change the size of the picture frame I save my files on my hard drive? I see the option to "Save
As", but I'm not sure if it is possible to find the size options.. There are a few other things I would like to say, but I'm not sure
how to say them here. :help: I'm sorry but I don't know anything about the DPF Mate. As I understand it can be used with iFile
(it was in the previous version). I didn't used it myself yet so I don't know if I can help you any better. But if I'm not mistaken it
doesn't save/restore your files, it simply moves them so you don't have to worry about it, and have them safe on the computer. If
you want to save your files, you need a special software for that. I don't know if you can change the size in it (I don't have one
myself). You could try it this way: You would save them to the hard drive, and then use some image processing software to
resize them so you have the size you want. : Help: There are a few other things I would like to say, but I'm not sure how to say
them here. *** Your help is greatly appreciated. *** I have tried installing the trial version of dpfmate v5.0.2.1, but I get a "This
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*Download dpfmate v5.0.2.1 for* MacÂ .Q: Python Pandas : Exclude certain columns in groupby function I have a dataframe
having 2 columns: UserId and ProductId. Every two userIds have a common productId. For some users, I have a lot of

productIds (some are specific to that user), and for some other users, only a handful of productIds. How do I perform a group
by function that will take into account this fact? Right now I am doing something like this, but it is not grouping by userId: def

count_product_by_user_id(df, key): count = df[key].value_counts(sort=False) return count df['totalCount'] =
df.groupby(['UserId'])[['ProductId']].transform(count_product_by_user_id) Some sample data: ProductId | UserId 1 | 0 1 | 1 1 |
2 2 | 1 2 | 2 3 | 0 3 | 1 3 | 2 3 | 3 Is it possible to have something like the following? This does not work. ProductId | UserId 1 | 1
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